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SEMINARS

CPC-Sponsored Seminars at Cornell
The 40th Anniversary of the EITC: Reflections on the Past, Present, and Future of America’s Largest Antipoverty Program
Guest speakers Chris Howard, Sarah Halpern-Meekin, and Robert Moffitt will reflect on the past, present, and future of the EITC, America’s largest anti-poverty program
Friday, November 20, 2015, 2:00-4:00pm, 132 Goldwin Smith Hall
(co-sponsored with PAM and GOVT)

Full CPC 2015-16 Seminar schedule is available online.

Other Population-Related Seminars at Cornell
Critical Food Scholars: an Informal talk from Visiting Faculty
Friday, November 13, 2015, 12:00-1:30pm, Warren Hall, B73

Cristobal Young, Assistant Professor of Sociology, Stanford University
Millionaire Migration and the Taxation of the Elite: Evidence from Administrative Data
Friday, November 13, 2015, at 3:30-5:00pm, Uris Hall G08

Aloysius Siow, Professor of Economics, University of Toronto
Reliability in the Labor Market
Monday, November 16, 2015 11:40am, 115 Ives Hall

Shannon Gleeson, Associate Professor, Labor Relations, Law, and History, Cornell University
Beyond Legalization: Considering the Importance and Limitation of Legal Status for Worker Precarity
Monday, November 16, 2015, 11:45am-1:00pm, Uris 360 (CSI Conference Room)

Henry Hyatt, Center for Economic Studies, US Census Bureau
Who Works for Whom? Worker Sorting in a Model of Entrepreneurship with Heterogeneous Labor Markets
Monday, November 23, 2015, 11:40am–1:10pm, 115 Ives Hall
CONFERENCES

2015 Quetelet Seminar: Local Demography—Relations between population, place of residence and public policy, November 18-20, 2015, Louvain-la-Neuve, Belgium

7th African Population Conference, November 30-December 4, 2015, Johannesburg, South Africa

2015 VID and WIC Annual Conference: Education and reproduction in low-fertility settings, December 2-4, 2015, Vienna, Austria

Spatial Information for Human Health, December 9-11, 2015, UC Santa Barbara

2016 AEA Annual Meeting, January 3-5, 2016, San Francisco, CA

Alp-Pop 2016, January 26–29, 2016, Villars-sur-Ollon, Switzerland

Southern Rural Sociological Association (SRSA) 47th Annual Meeting, February 5-9 2016, San Antonio, TX

Developing the Field of Gender and Migration: Working Toward Innovative Methodologies and Analytical Techniques, February 26-27, 2016, UC Irvine

Occupations, Skills, and the Labor Market, March 18-19, 2016, Mannheim Centre for European Economic Research (ZEW), Germany

2016 PAA Annual Meeting, March 31-April 2, 2016, Washington, DC

40th Annual Conference on the Political Economy of the World-System: Global Commodity Chains, Social Inequalities and Social Movements: The Past and Present of World-Systems Research, April 8-9, 2016, University of Maryland

ISA RC28 Spring Meeting 2016, May 26-28, 2016, National University of Singapore

LaCOSA II International Conference on Sequence Analysis and Related Methods, June 8-10, 2016, Lausanne

3rd Annual International Conference on Demography and Population Studies, June 13-16, 2016, Athens, Greece

30th Annual Conference of the European Society for Population Economics (ESPE), June 15-18, 2016, Berlin, Germany

3rd ISA Forum “The Futures We Want: Global Sociology and the Struggles for a Better World,” July 10-14, 2016, Vienna, Austria.

79th RSS Annual Meeting, August 7-10, 2016, Toronto, Canada

IRSA XIV World Congress of Rural Sociology, August 10-14, 2016, Toronto, Canada

ISA RC28 Summer Meeting 2016, August 29-31, 2016, Bern, Switzerland
2016 European Population Conference (EPC), August 31-September 3, 2016, Mainz, Germany

2016 European Society of Historical Demography (ESHD), September 21-24, 2016, Leuven, Belgium

WORKSHOPS

CALL FOR PAPERS/PROPOSALS


Call for Papers: 30th Annual Conference of the European Society for Population Economics (ESPE). Deadline February 1, 2016


FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES
Call for Pre-proposals: ISS Collaborative Projects (2016-2019). All tenure-track Cornell faculty members are invited to propose collaborative projects. Each proposal may submit a budget requesting up to $150,000 for project activities. Pre proposal deadline: November 23, 2015. Final proposal deadline: February 8, 2016.

Steven H. Sandell Grant Program. Opportunity for junior scholars to pursue projects in areas such as retirement income, older workers, or well-being in retirement. Up to three $45,000 grants awarded to researchers with a Ph.D. or comparable credentials. Deadline: January 31, 2016.

ISS Spring 2016 Small Grant Proposals. The ISS small grant program is designed to assist Cornell’s tenure-track and tenured faculty working in the social sciences. Deadline: February 2, 2016.
The Population Dynamics Branch (PDB) of NICHD/NIH supports research and training in demography, reproductive health, and population health. Ongoing FOAs.

The Division of Behavioral and Social Research (BSR) of NIA/NIH supports research and training on the processes of aging at both the individual and societal level. Ongoing FOAs.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

CPC Postdoctoral Associate (Frank H.T. Rhodes Postdoctoral Fellow). The Cornell Population Center (CPC) invites applicants for the Frank H.T. Rhodes Postdoctoral Fellowships. The start date for the position will be August 15, 2016 and will be funded for 2 years, subject to a satisfactory first year evaluation. Selection will be based on scholarly potential, ability to work in multi-disciplinary settings, and the support of a faculty mentor and CPC affiliate at Cornell who will work closely with the post-doctoral associate. Preference will be given to fellows with research interests in areas broadly related to the CPC's four main foci: families & children; health behaviors & disparities; poverty & inequality; and immigration & diversity. Applications must include: (a) letter of application, (b) curriculum vita, (c) a statement proposing both an individual research project and how the candidate will engage with a CPC faculty affiliate’s on-going research, (d) examples of written work, (e) a letter from a CPC faculty affiliate agreeing to mentor the candidate, and (f) three letters of recommendation. Applicants must have a Ph.D. in demography, economics, sociology, or another related social science discipline by August 15, 2016. For questions, please contact Erin Oates. Screening of applications begins December 15, 2015, and will continue until the position is filled.

Assistant/Associate Professor of Human Development and Family Studies, Auburn University. The Department of Human Development and Family Studies (HDFS) in the College of Human Sciences at Auburn University invites applications for a nine month, tenure-track position in the area of health disparities to begin August 16, 2016. Candidates with research programs taking a developmental, family, or community perspective on health and health disparities are encouraged to apply. Research programs that examine contextual influences on health, or within-person changes with respect to health as a function of social/demographic, familial, or environmental factors (separately or in combination) are of particular interest. Ph.D. in human development and family studies, early childhood development, sociology, demography, population health sciences, or allied discipline. Open until filled.

Assistant Professor of Economics/Data Analytics, University of Nebraska, Omaha. The Department of Economics at the University of Nebraska at Omaha invites applications for a tenure track faculty position in the area of business analytics and data science. Top candidates will have the ability to address important econometric, applied economic and business questions using recent advances in the collection and/or analysis of large data sets. Required qualifications are a completed doctoral degree in economics or closely related field including, but not limited to, statistics, operations research, demography, political science or psychology. Open until filled.

Research Analyst, U.S. Programs, The Population Reference Bureau. The Population Reference Bureau seeks an individual who will be responsible for compiling and analyzing data on U.S. demographic topics. One-two years research experience working with data, ideally on topics related to children and families, poverty and inequality, fertility, mortality, or immigration; experience using decennial census, American Community Survey, or Current Population Survey data preferred. Open until filled.

Open-Ranked, Tenure-Track Professor of Urban Planning, UCLA, Luskin School of Public Affairs. The UCLA Department of Urban Planning invites applications for a tenured or tenure-track faculty position in
transportation. We seek a bold, innovative thinker who is, or soon will be, a leading scholar of cities and regions. We welcome applicants with varied research interests, though the candidate selected must be able to contribute substantially to our transportation policy and planning curriculum. All applicants should hold a PhD at the time of appointment and demonstrate exceptional promise for scholarship and teaching. While we expect to appoint at the rank of Assistant Professor, applicants and appointments at all levels will be considered. Deadline: November 16, 2015.

Assistant Professor of Demography, Université de Montréal. The Département de démographie is seeking applications for a full-time tenure-track position at the rank of Assistant Professor in demographic analysis. The appointed candidate will be expected to teach at all three levels of the curriculum, supervise graduate students, engage in ongoing research and publication, and contribute to the academic life and reputation of the University. Requirements: Ph.D. in Demography or in a related field, completed before the starting date. French is the language of instruction. Deadline: November 20, 2015.

Open Rank Professor of Family Health and Wellness, College of Applied Health Sciences, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. The College of Applied Health Sciences at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign invites applications for an open rank faculty position in family health and wellness with an emphasis on issues relevant to military and veteran families. The position offers opportunities to engage in interdisciplinary scholarship focusing on issues faced with high frequency by military and veteran families (e.g., community reintegration, disability management, mental health, physical disabilities, social adjustment, and substance abuse). Deadline: November 23, 2015.

Assistant Professor, Sanford School of Public Policy, Duke University. The Sanford School of Public Policy invites applications for a position at the rank of assistant professor in the area of education policy. While we are open with respect to particular research focus, we are especially interested in finding a scholar/teacher whose research demonstrates the interest and ability to use large data sets (including administrative records) to pursue education-policy relevant questions. The position is open with respect to discipline. Applicants will be expected to teach core courses in one or more of our degree programs as well as electives in their research area. Candidates must have a Ph.D. in public policy or a related field with demonstrated policy relevant research interests. Deadline: November 23, 2015.

Open Rank Professor of Family Science, University of Maryland, School of Public Health. The Department of Family Science, School of Public Health, University of Maryland, College Park seeks a full-time tenure track (Assistant, Associate, or Full Professor) (job #106047) to help the Department further enhance its national leadership at the forefront of research and education on health and families. Candidates should hold a doctoral degree (Ph.D., Sc.D.) in maternal and child health, family and reproductive health, or another relevant public health field; family science; demography; human development or related social science discipline. Application deadline: December 1, 2015.

ECHO Program Director, National Institutes of Health. The National Institutes of Health is seeking a scientific leader for the position of Environmental Influences on Child Health Outcomes (ECHO) Program Director. The mission of the ECHO Program is to investigate the longitudinal impact of pre-, peri-, and postnatal environmental exposures on pediatric development and health outcomes with high public health impact. This new program for FY 2016 will leverage investments made by NIH in several extant children’s health research projects, while providing the flexibility to investigate key questions of interest at the intersection of environmental health and pediatric research. Application deadline: December 2, 2015.
(2) Open Rank, Tenure-Track Professor of Consumer Science, University of Wisconsin–Madison. The Department of Consumer Science, University of Wisconsin–Madison is recruiting 2 new tenure-track or tenured faculty members (rank open). We seek scholars in the broad area of family and consumer economic wellbeing, with particular interest in such areas as consumer finance, consumer policy, financial behavior and decision making, resource management, etc. Collectively these positions will provide leadership and support to our newly restructured Consumer Finance and Financial Planning programs, with one position serving as Faculty Director. PhD in a relevant social science field. Specialization in an area related to family economic wellbeing, consumer issues/policy, consumer finance, or household resource management. Deadline: December 6, 2015.

NIH T32 Postdoctoral Scholar, Carolina Population Center. The Carolina Population Center requests applications for (one) postdoctoral scholar position to begin no later than January 19, 2016. This position is supported by a T32 training grant from the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute for Child Health and Human Development (NICHD); funding restrictions require the postdoctoral scholar to be a US citizen or Legal Permanent Resident. The initial term of appointment is one year, but reappointment for a second (final year) is expected. Application deadline: December 7, 2015.

Postdoctoral Fellowships, Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies. The Harvard Center for Population and Development Studies is currently accepting applications for two postdoctoral fellowships: the David E. Bell Fellowship and the Sloan Fellowship on Aging and Work. Selected candidates will enter these programs in September 2016. The Bell Fellowship is an interdisciplinary postdoctoral training program designed for researchers and practitioners in the field of population sciences. The Sloan Fellowship is a new interdisciplinary, postdoctoral training program that will address the challenges of aging societies and labor force participation. Application deadline: December 7, 2015.

NIH T32 Postdoctoral Research Associate, Population Studies & Training Center, Brown University. The Population Studies and Training Center at Brown University is currently recruiting a two-year Postdoctoral Research Associate to start on or around July 2016. This position is funded by a T32 training grant from the National Institute for Child Health and Human Development, and funding restrictions require the postdoctoral researcher to be a US citizen or Legal Permanent Resident. Postdoctoral Fellows must have a Ph.D. in anthropology, economics, sociology, demography, or a related social science discipline. Screening of applications will begin December 15, 2015, and will continue until the position is filled (for full consideration please submit materials by January 1, 2016).

Lecturer(s) in Comparative Sociology and Sociology, University College Dublin, Ireland. Applications are invited for two permanent Lectureships in the UCD School of Sociology (Job #007851). For one of these lectureships, we are interested in candidates who can make a significant contribution in the field of Comparative Sociology. The second post in Sociology should contribute to and strengthen one or more of the following strategic areas: Comparative Social Change; Crime, Violence and Conflict; Cultural Sociology; Health, Wellbeing and Society or Global Migration and Cultural Differences. Applicants must have a PhD in Sociology or cognate discipline, a strong, demonstrable commitment to research and international publication, an ability to teach at University level, a capacity for graduate student supervision, and a capacity and enthusiasm for working both within the discipline as well as interdisciplinary settings. Application deadline: December 18, 2015.

Postdoctoral Research Associate, Princeton University. The group of Johannes Haushofer in the Department of Psychology and the Woodrow Wilson School of Public and International Affairs at Princeton University is seeking applications for one or more positions at the level of postdoctoral or more senior research associate (Job #1500260). We are interested in understanding the relationship between poverty, psychology, and economic
choice, and conduct lab and field experiments in both developing and developed countries, using approaches from psychology and economics. Initial appointment is for one year with possibility for renewal pending satisfactory performance and funding availability. PhD in economics, psychology, neuroscience, or related field. Deadline: December 30, 2015.

Assistant Professor of Demography/Political Science/Sociology, Bocconi University (Milan, Italy). The Department of Policy Analysis and Public Management of Bocconi University, Milan, Italy invites applications for tenure-track positions at the junior faculty level in Demography/Political Science/Sociology, and related fields. The appointment will start in September 2016. Knowledge of Italian is not required. Responsibilities include teaching and, most importantly, productivity in research. Applicants should have or be close to completing a PhD and will have demonstrated strong potential in research and teaching. Deadline: December 31, 2015.

Editor-in-Chief, Population Studies: A Journal of Demography. The Population Investigation Committee (PIC) seeks applications or expressions of interest for the position of Editor-in-Chief (EiC) of Population Studies: A Journal of Demography, which is owned by the PIC and published for them by the UK office of Taylor & Francis. The successful applicant would lead the team of eleven editors listed below, and succeed John Simons, the current EiC, who is retiring. The appointment will be made by the PIC after consulting the editors. Deadline: January 6, 2016.

NIH Postdoctoral Fellow, Institute for Social Research Population Studies Center, University of Michigan. The Population Studies Center expects to have openings for postdoctoral fellows sponsored by National Institute on Aging (NIA) and The Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD). Positions to start on or about September 1, 2016. Applicants must have a Ph.D. in demography, public health, or one of the social sciences (e.g., sociology, economics, psychology) at the starting date. Applicants for the NIA positions need not have a background in aging research (although it is desirable) but they must propose an aging-related research project as part of their application. Application deadline: January 7, 2016.

2016 Moore/Sloan Data Science and WRF Innovation in Data Science Postdoctoral Fellowships. The University of Washington eScience Institute announces a competition for the 2016 Moore/Sloan Data Science and Washington Research Foundation Innovation in Data Science Postdoctoral Fellowships. We seek outstanding interdisciplinary researchers with expertise in the methods of data science and in a physical, life, or social science. Fellows are provided with annual salary support of $65,000 for two years and an additional stipend of $25,000 over the total period of the appointment that can be used for travel, equipment, software, undergraduate research assistants, or other research costs. Deadline: January 15, 2016.

Postdoctoral Fellowship in Developing Asia Health Policy, Stanford University. The Walter H. Shorenstein Asia-Pacific Research Center, Stanford University (Shorenstein APARC) and the Asia Pacific Observatory on Health Systems and Policy (APO) are pleased to announce their collaborative Developing Asia Health Policy Fellowship. The Postdoctoral Fellow will participate in the Stanford Asia Health Policy Program while undertaking original research on contemporary health or healthcare policy of high relevance to countries in the Asia-Pacific region, especially developing countries. Deadline: January 15, 2016.

Postdoctoral Research Fellow, The Office of Population Research, Princeton University. The Office of Population Research, Princeton University invites applications for an NIH postdoctoral research fellow. The start date for this appointment will be September 2016. Appointment is for one year, with possibility of renewal based on satisfactory performance and continued funding. Applicants must apply online and include a cover letter,
curriculum vitae, 1-3 page projected research plan, writing samples, a list of publications and contact information for 3 references. Screening of applicants will start on February 1, 2016.

Open-rank, Tenure-Track, Professor of Political and Social Science, Pompeu Fabra University. The Department of Political and Social Science at the Pompeu Fabra University invites applications for a tenure-track faculty position in the area of sociology starting in September of 2016. A fast tenure-track may be considered based on the candidate’s research experience and academic position. Applicants should hold a PhD in Sociology, Demography, Economics or Statistics, with a strong background in quantitative research methods and a sound post-doc experience in research and teaching. Preferred area of specialization is social stratification with special interest in social deviance. Deadline: March 14, 2016.

Radboud Excellence Fellowships, Radboud University Nijmegen (the Netherlands). The Radboud University Nijmegen (the Netherlands) invites applications for the Radboud Excellence fellowships. The Radboud Excellence fellowships are intended for exceptionally talented young researchers. The researchers will be selected on the basis of their academic record as well as on a promising and original research plan. Twenty fellowships at Radboud University are offered every year. These are intended for non-Dutch researchers based outside the Netherlands who have obtained their doctorates between two and twelve years ago. The Department of Sociology aims to nominate two candidates for these fellowships. For the Department of Sociology researchers can apply for themes of inequality or cohesion. Nomination and selection takes place twice per year. Next application deadline: May 1, 2016.

CPC STUDENT OPPORTUNITIES

Demography Minor. The CPC offers a campus-wide minor in Demography that is open to PhD students in all social science graduate fields. Admission to the Demography minor requires that at least one member of the student’s special committee is a CPC affiliate. Students interested in signing up for the Demography minor should contact Lindy Williams or Geysa Smiljanic.

PAM/DSOC 6720 - Demography Proseminar. Offered Fall 2015. One of the core courses required of graduate students enrolled in the PhD minor field of demography. The course generally is taken by second-year students after they have completed one graduate-level course in demographic methods and one substantive demography course. The course’s objective is to introduce graduate students to demography’s substantive and methodological breadth from various disciplinary perspectives. The course is team taught by affiliated faculty of the Cornell Population Center.

Dissertation Fellowship Program. Opportunity for next generation of scholars to pursue quality research in areas such as retirement income, older workers, or well-being in retirement. Up to three $28,000 fellowships awarded to doctoral candidates enrolled in a U.S. university’s accredited program. Deadline: January 31, 2016.